Scavenging: The Art of Pop Culture Caricature
by John Kascht

For almost twenty years I lived and worked in Washington, D.C. From my studio window I could see the very tip of the U.S. Capitol dome. Every morning—and all day long in chilly weather—a helix of white gulls circled over it like an anemic but persistent tornado. I read somewhere that as sunlight warms the Capitol dome it creates an updraft that the gulls ride. But I know better: the sun has nothing at all to do with it. No, when Congress is in session the gulls are riding hot air, plain and simple.

At least that’s how it looks from my drawing board. I’m a satirist. I make a living drawing caricatures and cartoons for newspapers and magazines.

Watching the gulls became part of my daily work routine. I’d sharpen my pencils, drink some strong coffee, stare at a blank sheet of paper. And in my peripheral vision, the gulls would go around and around and around and… eventually I’d stop thinking so hard and ideas would float to the surface.

Recently I traded city for country; my view of the Capitol for one of maple trees along a rocky cliff in Nowhere, Pennsylvania. Though the scenery has changed, circling birds remain a daily feature of the landscape, and of my work routine. Not gulls now, but vultures. Every day, dozens of them ride the thermals along our ridge, majestic and ominous. I sharpen my pencils, drink some strong coffee, stare at a blank sheet of paper. And in my peripheral vision…

It seems fitting to have vultures circling on the periphery of each assignment. It really punctuates the fact that I’m always working against a deadline. It also occurs to me that my artistic process itself is vulture-like, especially the going around in circles part…looking for some tasty scandal here, a fresh carcass there. I follow the currents that billow out of Washington and Hollywood, and those that rise less dramatically from countless odd hotspots in between. Sometimes I fancy myself a bird of prey, but the truth is I’m more of a gull or a buzzard. I don’t attack; I scavenge.
My work begins with something like ambulance chasing. A magazine calls to say “have you heard about...?” and I follow the sirens to the site of fresh carnage. Some person, some group, some agenda has been bloodied and spilled out into the streets of our communal awareness. Usually it’s a self-inflicted wound that sounds the alarm; a private peccadillo gone embarrassingly public like a lurid episode of “COPS.” Clinton and Lewinsky and their White House trailer trysts comes to mind, even years after the fact. Sometimes it’s more like a disturbance of the peace: Michael Jackson has wandered out of his compound again. People are frightened, still a large crowd has gathered.
There is no shortage of subject matter.

The metaphorical ambulance arrives and all kinds of people come out for a look. When I’m caricaturing, I’m part medical examiner, part journalist, part psychologist. Mostly, I’m the person who heard a shriek and wandered outside in pajamas to see what the hell happened this time. When I draw, I’m a witness, a bystander—and not necessarily innocent. After all, I’m usually able to recognize in myself even the most undesirable qualities that I lampoon in others.

“...my artistic process itself is vulture-like, especially the going around in circles part...looking for some tasty scandal here, a fresh carcass there.”

’Bill Murray.’
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’Mick Jagger.’
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’Windbag Trump.’
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’Woody Allen.’
Strange as it may sound coming from a caricaturist, I approach my subjects with a lot of compassion. I’m curious and hungry to know what makes us all tick. I am more interested in reporting than in editorializing, and I really believe that my drawings have little to do with my own opinions. As far as I can tell, I’m making observations, not judgments. What someone has to say about himself or herself is much more revealing than any opinion I might have. Besides, contemporary culture is so increasingly self-satirizing that nowadays ‘parody’ requires little more than taking a snapshot, no funhouse mirror necessary. How can you improve upon Bill Clinton’s “It depends on what the meaning of is is”, or make a more telling picture of Michael Jackson than the one that he has literally carved out of his own flesh?

Grotesque as caricatures may seem, they are portraits. What looks like distortion was mostly there already... before I swooped in and picked things over.
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Preliminary study of Condi Rice.
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‘Not a friend in the World.’
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Fun With Strathmore Thai Dye Paper

Color and texture are two very stimulating design elements for anyone who likes to work with paper. When you choose a package of Strathmore Thai Dye Paper you get both vibrant colors and dynamic textures. Each package contains an assortment of papers in related tones, named for the spectrum of colors they contain. For example, Celebration contains vivid pinks and greens, along with contrasting “confetti” paper and Autumn Sunset has rich brown and warm oranges, the colors of fall. They range in weight from lightweight tissue to heavyweight solids and floral inclusions.

The types of gifts and projects you can make from these papers are endless. More importantly, because each sheet is handcrafted, each one will be unique. On each package you will find ideas for making about six different exciting projects. Choose from home décor items such as lampshades and picture frames, or gift items such as cards, journals or decorative bags. It is easy to embellish your finished project with fringe, ribbon, lace or beading. Let your personal creativity shine through.

Finally, not only are these papers beautiful, they are environmentally friendly. They are made from the bark of the Mulberry tree, a renewable resource. The bark is combined with leaves, flower petals and other naturally discarded waste products of the forest. Even the bright colors are created using natural dyes. The result is 100% acid free paper made exclusively for Strathmore Artist Paper in Chiangmai, Thailand.

Try a package today and experience the color and versatility of each collection.

Don’t forget to check out Strathmore Artist Papers’ complete line of inkjet papers at www.strathmoreartist.com

Artist Messageboard

Ever have a question about the medium you are using, the best paper to use for a project, or just need an artist’s perspective?

Go to www.strathmoreartist.com and sign up today to start getting the answers you need.

Hot Products

Look for Strathmore’s new Digital Photo Paper line. It includes a variety of photo papers as well as great product kits to take a project from start to finish. Visit our Digital Photo Papers section of our website to learn more and find a retailer near you.